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The Institutional Context
A game of Monopoly amongst friends. A study group with a few 
classmates. Dinner while chatting in the comfort of their own 
apartment.
These are the small group gatherings that are the source of the 
ongoing surge of COVID-19 infections among students at USC.
As the university enters its second week of classes, it’s not 
large shoulder-to-shoulder parties that are the top worry. It’s 
the common, day-to-day interactions among groups of 10 or 
fewer friends and housemates who live in thousands of 
privately owned apartments and houses that surround the 
campus. 
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The Emotional Context
• Over-promising by universities may exaggerate ‘wobble 

week’ blues in October / November
• International students have already borne the brunt of 

difficulties and are especially vulnerable ahead
• There are fears around a mental health spike, as 

students feel lonely, isolated and depressed



The Spiritual Context
Challenges

• CUs cannot gather in groups greater than six
• The path into local churches is difficult and places 

high onus on individual students – we should be 
particularly concerned for ‘non-resilients’

• Many students have fallen out of the habit of going to 
church

• Evangelistic engagement needs to adjust to look
and sound somewhat different



The Spiritual Context
Opportunities

• There was already increasing spiritual openness on 
campus – students are looking for hope

• Everyday Christian acts of welcome, kindness and 
community can count more than ever

• There is little organised activity on campus –
at most universities, the CU will probably be the most 
active group on campus.



UCCF’s response
• Face-to-face contact between staff and students where 

possible
• High subsidised New Student Welcome Packs
• CU Impact Groups – offering a base level for local 

Christian community and for evangelism
• CU Explore Groups
• Some highly innovative approaches to student mission 

– see uccf.org.uk 



Encouragements to sending 
churches
• Pray for your students – including for their gospel 

opportunities
• Model prayer and empathy for UCCF, CUs and 

churches in university cities
• Encourage wise engagement with church in their 

university city (and involvement in Impact Groups)
• Send them a New Student Welcome Pack!



Encouragements to receiving 
churches
• Encourage returning students into CU Impact Groups
• Prepare for a vastly-elongated welcome period
• Offer New Student Welcome Packs as welcome gifts
• Offer inter-generational relationships as possible
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